
Track I: Designing the Path (David)
 • Driving from Texas to Rhode Island in 3 ½ days   
   -almost as fun as it sounds
 • The architect’s dilemma – how to make your   
   studio feel like home and how to leave your studio  
   and go home
 • Case study on designing quality structures in   
   spite of the client having no taste
 • Architects ask: “Do we really need a beam   
   there?”
Track II: Making It Work (Alex) 
 •The engineer’s dilemma – how to make two plus   
    two equal six
 • How to enjoy your commute to downtown Los   
   Angeles
 • How to survive a crazy roommate, especially if   
   they are your parents
 • Engineers ask: “Do we really need a beam   
   there?”
Track III: By the Numbers (Margie) 
 • Six tips on how you too can skip sleep and work   
   longer hours
 •Ten uses for the Roomba’s collection of dog hair   
   (dog hair provided)
 • Nine ways you can pretend Rhode Island isn’t as   
   cold as it really is – Gloves aren’t enough
Track IV: Talking the Talk (Barry)
 • The drama of stand-up comedy
 • How to speak for two hours to a group of    
   non-English speakers and pretend it makes sense
 • How to pretend you are appreciated by your
   employer as an instructor when you only get a 2%  
   increase every four years

Keynote Speaker

 • Our cat Ron will yowl at his 
water    bowl as he drinks. If you haven’t  
heard it, you should.

5k FUN RUN

. . . because there is always a run at 
conferences. If you don’t want to run, 
make it a 5k drive. You’ll still get the shirt! 
This event will not be held on a Rhode 
Island beach on Thanksgiving ever again.

The Waite Conference, Convention, and Symposium
Useful Skills You Can Get Used to Using

Between the four of us, we have learned 
some interesting stuff. Since sharing is 
caring, we thought it would be good 
to share some of this knowledge. What 
better way than a conference? Heck, 
who doesn’t like going to a conference? 
The chairs that seem comfortable for 
the first ten minutes and then seem like 
torture by the end of the hour. T-shirts 
from vendors you don’t know, but you 
still take. Sleepy-time tea served at 
breaks. Does anyone need sleepy-time 
tea at a conference? In any case, here is 
our proposed event.

Alex   Senior staff engineer at Brown and Caldwell in Los Angeles. Alex is spending   
  Christmas in Florida with his girlfriend Alise’s family.
David    Finished an internship in San Antonio at Lake Flato Architects, and began graduate  
  school at the Rhode Island School of Design.
Margie  We lost Margie’s dad, Bill Hayes, this year at the ripe old age of 91. He is greatly   
  missed by all! She is still at Bristol Farms and grateful we are all healthy.
Barry   Teaching more classes at USC and doing workshops for Chinese government   
  workers who are very nice at pretending he makes sense.



The U-Haul arriving at David’s new place in Rhode 
Island four days after leaving San Antonio.

Thanksgiving in David & Caroline’s house in Providence. It was a whopping two degrees outside with the 
windchill. Not the best time to visit! That’s Caroline on the left. Thank you to her mom, Anne, for the photo.

Barry doing what he does. 
Margie bought him the suit. 

Can you have a Christmas letter without pictures of 
pets? Of course not. Here they are Hagrid and Nicks.

At the Old North Church in Boston on the 
Freedom Trail. Highly recommended.


